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Silvio Rodriguez: Mi primera tarea (Silvio Rodriguez: My First Lesson) recounts the            
unknown story of Cuban trovador Silvio Rodriguez, speaking in first person about the             
life-defining experience he had at 14-years of age when he joined the youth brigades of               
the 1961 Cuban Literacy Campaign and taught a rural “campesino” family how to read              
and write. 
 
The documentary film seamlessly and thoughtfully weaves excerpts from an exclusive           
interview with Silvio and powerfully moving archival images of the 1961 Cuban Literacy             
Campaign, to emotionally transmit Silvio’s memories of how this experience shaped his            
life. 
  
The film takes us through his experience while he describes how the literacy campaign              
attracted and motivated an entire generation of high-school aged students who           
essentially were the front line of the war on illiteracy that Cuba had mounted. When               
Cuba made the call to action, according to Silvio, there was not a teenager that did not                 
want to be a part of it. The youth of Cuba heard a battle cry, and he describes how they                    
understood they were not liberating a country through war, but by removing the             
shackles of illiteracy -- a war of its own kind armed with books, pencils and notebooks --                 
a war against ignorance. 
 
As Silvio describes his experience and the two assignments he was given that year, we               
relive the poverty and hardship of the rural Cuban families, unimaginable to the             
moderately privileged kids from the city that were their teachers. He shares the shock at               
learning that his students did not know the Earth was round and we begin to fathom the                 
enormity of the task these teenagers took on and how it changed their lives, as well as                 
the lives of their students. It became more than merely a literacy lesson, it became a                
lesson on the world and on life itself. Moreso, it was an important lesson for him and his                  
counterparts. 
 
As we relive what Silvio refers to as a beautiful, but very dramatic experience where he                
was guided more by intuition than knowledge, he describes how being a 14-year old              
literacy teacher in 1961 was his first adventure on a path of adventures that he               
embarked upon from that moment forward. From joining a commercial fishing boat to             
volunteering for the war in Angola and his 5 decades career promoting protest, love,              
patriotism and social responsibility through song, he tells us being a teacher in this              
campaign forged the path he remains on to this day and defined him as a man. 
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